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The Cobb-Douslas Production Function:
An Antipodean Defence?

Iain Fraserr

ABSTMCT
In lhis paper a re-examination ofthe original time-series dala sets used $t Professor Douglas
and associated researchers to xtablish the existence of an eggregate production function is
undertaken Particular attention is paid to the issue ofwhether the data provide deductive supportfor the 'Laws ofProduction' as claimed by Douglas (1948). Vaious statistical metho* are

jwtified. Only the Ne* South Wales
data and to a lesser extent the New Zealqnd data yield resuhs that support the assertions of
Douglas - hence the Antipodean defence.
used to analyse the data to see if the claims of Douglas are

1. INTRoDUcrroN

It is more than 50 years since the 1947 American Economic Association presidential address,
'Are There Laws of Production?' by Professor Paul Douglas was published rn the American
Economic Review.It summarised approximately 30 econometric studies that inductively investigated marginal productivity theory. lt was this body of work that yielded the Cobb-Douglas
productior function that is used extensively in theoretical and applied research. Douglas undertook this research because he had reached the conclusion that economic theorists had become
lazy in how they illustrated marginal productivity curves. Douglas (1948) argued that economic theorists showed little interest in determining the actual position and slope of marginal productivity curves when drawing them. He observed that they were happy to &aw them downward sloping left to right and that this was a symptom of, 'intellectual slovenliness, unfortunately set in' (p.5).
The central hnding of his research was that the estimated exponents of the CobbDouglas production function were very similar to the expected factor shares. This allowed
Douglas to argue that the findings provided strong support for marginal productivity theory The

Laws of Production. Douglas (1948) makes this point as follows:

The fact that on the basis of fairly wide studies there is an appreciable degree of uniformi
ty, and that the sum ofthe exponents approximates unity, fairly clearly suggests that there
are laws of production which car be approximated by inductive studies and that we are at
least approaching them. (pp. 20-l)
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The (apparent) robustness and stength of the results also allowed Douglas to argue
that the likelihood of obtaining these findings by chance was as implausible as Berhand
Russell's claim, 'that all the books in the British Museum were written by monkeys pounding

t'?ewiters at random'. @.40, fn.30).

Douglas' research has been challenged on several fronts; the Cambridge capital theo(Harcourt, 1972), the restrictive assumptions to ensure aggregation (Fisher,
controversies
ry
1969), and the humbug production function view esPoused by (Shaiklt, 1974). A defence ofthe
f,urdings ofDouglas provided by the instrumental approach, which although acklowledging the
legitimacy ofthe above criticisms, argues that they are ofno practical relevance because of the
(apparent) good statistical fit ofthe data achieved in the original body ofresearch. However, it
is an interesting question to ask whether or not the origina! work and claims made by Douglas
can be maintained when the original data sets are re-examined using current statistical techniques. In this paper we focus specifically on the five time-series studies: Cobb and Douglas
(1928), Douglas (1934), Handsaker and Douglas (1937) and williams (1945). The reason for
focusing on the time-series data sets is that they are the most fiequently cited in lelation to the
results derived by Douglas.2
The re-examination ofthe data undertaken in this paper is as follows. Fintly, we begin
by examining collineadty diagnostics and time-series Properties ofthe data. It is shown that all
data are subject to collinearity and that the time-series properties raise questions as to the sta-

tistical robusftess ofthe estimates presented by Douglas.3 Secondly, we employ Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) and Generalised Maximum Entropy (GME) (Colan, Judge and Miller' 1996) to
estimate the production functions. The reason for using GME is that it yields meaningful esti
mates when data are subject to collinearity because it does not use traditional inversion Procedures. We find that some ofthe Australian and New Zealand data provides some support regarding the claims ofDouglas - hence, the Antipodean defence in the title of this paper'
The fndings may well be uiticised in that it is easy in hindsight to see the metbodological mistakes made by earlier researchers. Indeed, the work of vadous esteemed contemporary economefiicans of Douglas, such as Moore and Schultz, is also open to criticism with
the same benefit ofhindsight (Stigler, 1962 and Epstein, 1987). But, like Moore and Schultz'
the contribution that Douglas made should not necessarily bejudged solely in terms ofthe statistical and theoretical robustness ofhis work.
However, although we can resPect the efforts of Douglas, this should not prevent us
Aom examining and evaluating the conhibution made. It is also noted that there is no reason 4
priori to assume that the results of research conducted before the introduction ofmore sophisticated econometric techniques will be meaningless. For example, Cook (2000) demonstrates
that, in relation to consumption fi-nction research undertaken in the I940s, the original estimation specification is the most appropriate.
The research undertaken by Douglas was also not beyond challenge by his contemporaries.4 For example, Slichter (1928), the discussant for the original presentation by Cobb and
Douglas at the 1927 AEA meeting, questioned whether over a number ofyears if it is credible
to assume that the relative factor shares for capital and Iabour would remain fixed Subsequently
Williams (1945), Douglas (1948) and McCornbie (1998) found that the estimates for capital and
labour factor shares are extemely sensitiye to the inclusion Or otherwise of certain data points.
Slichter also noted that the measurement ofcapacity utilisation is likely to vary over tle dura-
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tion ofa business cycle and that this will not be adequately captured by the measure ofstock

of

capital.
The structurc of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we provide an overview ofthe
Cobb-Douglas production firnction and various extensions to the original estimation formulation considered appropriate now. In the next section we begin by examining the various data
sets to be used. We then consider collinearity diagnostics (i.e., condition indexes and variancedecomposition proportions), and the time-series properties ofthe data. In Section 4 we present
OLS results with and without the inclusion of a time kend. We then briefly explain GME estimation in Section 5 and present GME estimates. Finally, in Section 6 conclusions are offered.
2. THE CoBB-DouGLAs PRoDUcrroN FuNcrroN
The Cobb-Douglas production function used and estimated by Cobb and Douglas (1928), and
in each ofthe subsequent time-series papers, takes the following form:

Q= A

L''K'r

(1)

where Q, L and r( are output, labour and capital respectively, and A, Bl and p2 are constants.5
They assumed constant retums to scale (CRS) widr
+@ = 1,. By imposing CRS, it was only
necessary to estimate
effectively avoiding any potential probiem of collinearity in estima-

/l

fl,

tion. The imposition of the CRS restriction without testing is econometrically unsatisfactory
and the restriction rvas subsequently relaxed by Douglas (1934), without any real impact on the
estimated values of Blnd p2.
A more important problem with the original specification ofthe functional relationship
is the omission oftechnical change. The need to take account oftechnical charge in estimation
was noted by Handsaker and Douglas (1937) and Williams (1945). Although Williams noted a
method to proxy technical change, no effort was made in either ofthese studies to address this
issue. Unless it is feasible to assume that over the entire data period there existed constant technology (i-e.,
is constant) then there is a need to re-estimate the data with an additional
explanatory variable. A standard procedure for introducing the possibility oftechnical change
is to include a time trend (D. This captures observed changes in the technology although it is
assumed exogenous to the estimated specification. Importantly the inboduction of 7 de-trends
the data without which it is likely that the regression estimates only capture historical growth
Iates in the data.

I

e

= A(r)

L/'Kr.

(2)

where A(t)=Ael A and 6are constants- 6is

a measure ofthe proportionate change in ouput
per time period when input levels are held constant (i.e. the proportionate change in p that happens as a result of technical progress). This specification incorporates neufial technical change

- there is no impact on the marginal rate of substitution between capital and labour. This formulation implies that technical change is exogenous and disembodied.
Equation (3) is usually estimated as follows:

lrrQ=6+ 6T+

p\llL+

B2lnK+

€

(3)

where 6 is an enor term. The log-linear specification means that the estimates off, and B, are
elasticities and to assess CRS simply requires a hypotbesis test on the sum of B, ar'd pr.
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3. PRELIM]NARY DATA ANALYSIS
In this section we begin by describing the time-series data used by Douglas We then examine
collinearity diagnostics to assess the impact on the parameter estimates when employing OLS.
Finally, we consider the time-series properties of the data and the implications for estimation.
3.1 Data
The data used in this paper are taken from Cobb and Douglas (1928) for the USA, Douglas
(1934) for Massachusetts (MASS) and New South wales (NSw), Handsaker and Douglas
(1937) for Victoria (VIC), and Williams (1945) forNew Zealand (NZ). The salient features of
the data are described in Appendix A. An examination of Appendix A reveals signiflcant differences in the data used by Douglas. For example, some labour series include salaried employ-

ees, supervisory officials and working proprietors (e.g., MASS, VIC, NSW) but these are
excluded from the USA data. There are also differences in the various measures of capital and
output used.
However, it needs to be understood that the data used in this paper employ particulaf
versions of the data used by Douglas. He invested much time and effiort in refining the data,
especially the measure of capital in an effort to 'improve' the estimates derived. This point is
neatly bome out by the results presented by Douglas (1964) who presents for the USA four sets
of parameter estimates based on different measurement specifications for the variables used.
To give the reader a feel for the data used in this paper time-series plots are presented

in Figure

l.

A pafiicularly striking feature is that for the USA, MASS and to a lesser extent VIC
there is a rapid growth in the capital series that is not accompanied by the same rate ofincrease
in output. The MASS capital series also exhibils a decline towards the end of the series. lt is
difficult to explain this feature and it raises serious questions as to the interpretation ofthe capital estimates. In compadson, both NSw and NZ show all data seies moving together Also the
NZ data exhibit a downtum in all series when the Great Depression occurred. The importance
of these features of the data will become aDDarent.
3. 2.

C o I linearily D i agn os I i cs

3.2.1 Theory
Belsley (1991) argues that many ofthe flequently employed methods for detecting collinearity
are limited in their usefulness e.g., correlation coefficients. Here we employ the systematic
approach developed by Belsley to examine collinearity uses the eigensystem. Firstly, eigenvalues are used to form condition indexes that provide information as to the strength ofcollinearity. Secondly, eigenvalues and eigenvectors are used to form variance-decomposition proportions that assist in identifying which regr€ssors are collinear It is the information provided
simultaneously by condition indexes and variance-decomposition proportions that we use here
to examine the number of collinear terms (columns) in the nxp data mafiix X: IXl,...Xpl.
Condition Indexes
Ifthere are near linear dependencies among columns ofX this will result in a small eigenvalue
(1,) ofthe uoss-product matrix XrX. However, as Belsley (1991) notes, we need a meaningful
way to determine what is meant by small. By ordering the eigenvalues in descending order we
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can assess the smallness of the minimum eigenvalue relative to the maximum eigenvalue. It is
this information that is used to define condition indexes.
The &th condition index ofX is defined as:

nr=+

(5)

for le7-.-.p. Therefore, it follows that an eigenvalue (Ir) that is small relative to th€ maximal
eigenvalue (1,.*) will yield a high condition index. By way ofexperimental observation Belsley
(1991) states that weak dependencies are associated with condition indexes of between 5 and
l0 and very strong linear dependencies for values greater than 30.

Var i anc e- de c ompos

itio n plop ort ions

To uncover the form ofthe collinear relationships Belsley (1991) employs variance-decomposition proportions. Variance-decomposition proportions use the variance of each estimated
regression coefficient decomposed into a sum of terms that are associated with an eigenvalue.
The variance-covariance matrix of the OLS estimator (i.e., b-(xrxlIxry) is d(XrXIrwhere
or is the variance ofthe error term of the linear regession. Using appropriate matrix manipulations Belsley demonstrates that the variance-covariance marix ofb, V(b) can be re-expressed
:ls:

V(b) =

d(xrxlt = dVD+!'r

where D is a diagonal matrix with non-negative diagonal elements

root of an eigenvalue

I

(6)

p-(k:1,.....,d, the

square

For the ,tth component of b

var(t)=

o'l]

(7)

for ljj=\,.....p, and where V = v*,. Equation (7) decomposes the variance ofeacb regressor
into the sum ofcomponents each associated with a single eigenvalue. As the eigenvalue appean
in the denominator of eq.(7) elements associated with near-dependencies will be large relative
to other elements. Thus, finding a high proportion of the variance of two or more regressoF
concentrated in elements associated with the same small eignevector provides evidence that the
near dependence causes OLS problems.
Following Belsley (1991) the k,1h variance-decomposition proportion are calculated
as follows:

vt,
, =17

(8)

Qoi

and

(e)

for {el,.....,p.
Then the variance-decomposition proportions are:

- '9t-Qri

(

l0)

:

for kj 1,... ...,p. The & /th variancedecomposition proportion is that fraction ofthe variance
of the,tth regressor associated with theJrth component ofthe decomposition in eq.(7).
3.2.2 Ruults
Before estimation of the condition indexes and tlte variance-decomposition proportions, we
need to ersure that X is correctly specified following the conditions specified by Belsley
(1991). Fi$tly, because data used in this study are logged it is necessary to e scale this data, i.e.
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data are scaled so that the geometdc mean of the data equals e, the base of the natural logarithm.6 Secondly, it is necessary to column scale X. Without column scaling, condition indexes
do not provide stable information about the degree of collinearity present in data. The general
approach to column scaling is to standardise the data such that each column has ecual lencth.
It is normal practice to scale each column ofx to have unit lengh. The reason why ir is nelssary to undertake these two data manipulations is that lhe numerical properties of x are not
invariant to scale effects (e.g., units of measurement) and the variance-decomposition propor-

tions and the condition indexes will be severely affected.7
We calculate the condition indexes ald the variance-decomposition proportions simultaneously. For a high condition index (i.e., greater than 30)3 trvo or more high
(as a rule of
thumb high is assumed to be greater than 0.5) indicate which regressors are collinear. Note,
when two condition indexes are close (e.g_, 28 and 3l) then the 7re* can be compounded and as
such we need to consider the sum ofn,*, associaled with the two condition indexes.

n*

To tease out the impact ofcollinearity on the data we present two sets ofresults _ with
and without the time tlend- The resulting condition indexes and variance-decomposition pro_
portions are presented in Tables I and 2.

Table

l:

Condition Indexes and Variance-Decomposition proportions Matrix (No Trend)

Data Yariqnce-DecompositionProDortions Matrix
Indexes CoNSTANT LABbUR CAPITAL
hl = 1.00
0.002
0.001
0.003
tA = 5.73
0.082
0.000
0.182
h3 :26.31
0.916
0.999
0.815
USA

Condition

MASSData

Variance-DecompositionProportionsMatrix

Indexes CONSTANi LABbUR CAPITAL
hl = 1.00
0.005
0.002
0.005
h2 = 4.18
0.t26
0.000
0.t49
h3 = 17.fl
0.869
0.998
0.846
NSWData Variqnce-DecompositionProDortions Matrix
Condition Indexes
CONSTANi LABbUR CAPITAL
hl = 1.00
0.009
0.000
0.000
M = 6.50
0.75'7
0.005
0.012
h3 = 41.52
0.234
0.994
0.988
Condition

VIC Data

Condition Indexes

hl

:

1.00

h2 = 7.27
h3 = 58.73

Var i anc e- D ec omp o s it i on P roD or t i ons

CONSTANT
0.001

0.040
0.959

LABOUR
0.000
0.000

L000

Matr ix

CAPITAL
0.001

0.046
0.953

NZData Variance-DecompositionProDortionsMatrix
Indexes CONSTANT LABbUR CAPTIAL
hl : 1.00
0.002
0.001
0.002
h2 = I I.23
0.400
0.000
0.440
h3 = 22.'18
0,598
0.999
0.558

Condition

I Fraser

Table 2:Condition Indexes /Variance-Decomposition Proportions Matrix (With Trend)

Data Variance-Decomposition Proportiory Matrix
Indexes TREND CONSTANT LABOUR CAPITAL
hl = 1.00
0_000
0.001
0.000 0.000
E: 4.93
0.003
0.043
0.003 0.001
h3 = 28.60
0.014
0.886
0.814 0.00r
h4 = 86.74
0.983
0.070
0.183 0.998
USA

Condition

MASS

Data

Variance-Decomposition Proportions Matrix

Indexes
hl = 1.00
n = 4.39
h3 :20.03
h4 = 21.10
Condition

NSW

Data

NZ

hl =

1.00

h2 = 5.28
hi = 2s.86
n4 = J t-z)

0.003
Q.122
0.444
0.431

0.001
0.001
0.295
0.703

TREND
0.000
0.012
0.574
0.414

0.001

0.026
0.886
0.087

Matrk
CONSTANT LABOUR CAPI'IAL

0.001
0.056
0.369
0.575

0.000
0.000
0.018
0.982

Data

yariance-Decompxition Proportions Matrix

Data

Variance-Decomoosition Proportions Matrix

Indexes
hl = 1.00
tp:5.2't
h3 :58.36
b4 = 77.97
Condition

Condition

0.001
0.010
0.346
0.643

Variance-Decomposition Proportions

Indexes
hl : 1.00
b2:5.44
h3 = 46.32
h4 = 48.67
Condition

I4C

TREND CONSTANT LABOUR CAPITAL

Indexes

0.000
0,000

0.943
0.056

TREND CONSTANT LABOUR CAPITAL
0.000
0.000
0.000 0.000
0.009
0.011
0.001 0.000
0.413
0.960
0.497 0.068
0.578
0.029
0.503 0932
CONSTANT LABOUR

TREND

0.001
0.018
0. 173
0.809

0.00?

0.ra
0.01I
0.845

0.001
0.004
0.904
0.092

CAPITAL
0.000
0.000

0.2u
0.736

Table 1 shows the collinearity diagnostics ofthe data witlout a time tend. The condition index
(4) results indicate that for NSW and VIC that collinearity is a porentially serious problem, but
Iess so for USA and NZ. However, for MASS the impact of collinearity on the data appears
minimal- For both NSW and VIC labour and capital appear to be very strongly related a point
bome out by Figure 1. For NZ and USA the linear dependence between capital and labour is
less pronounced but still relatively significant.
Turning to Table 2 the inclusion ofa time trend produces several important charges in
the collinearity diagnostics. As we can see for all data except MASS the highest condition index
(70) is greater than 30 indicating potentially severe collineariry. All the condition indexes are
higher than reported in Table 1 and certainly for the USA, the inclusion of the time trend has
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exacerbated the potential problems ofcollinearity. The importance ofthese findings especially
in relation to the addition of the time trend will become apparent when th€ estimation results
are examined.t

3.3 Time series properties
It has become common place in time-series econometrics to assess wh€ther or not data are statiorrary and, ifnecessary, cointegrated. As Rao (1994) notes using oLS to estimate relationships
with variables that are not stationary (i.e., have a unit root) can yield misleading results. This is
knou'n as the spurious regression problem. Indeed as Douglas estimated in levels it is necessary
that data are stationary of order zero. Fufihermore, when including a time u.end in a regression,
if data are non-stationary the time trend may make interpretation of the regression Jstimates
difficult. For example, if ouq)ut, labour and capital are difference stationary and we estimare the
relationship in levels it is possible thar a time trend will be statisrically significanr even ifthere
is no technical change. The significance can simply be the result of a common trend. It therefore becomes less clear how to interpret the time t'end. However, if output, labour and capital
are fend stationary, then estimation in levels with a time tend is the appropriate ,nuy to proceed lndeed we should follow this procedure even when we are not interested in technical
change.ro

A standard approach in applied research to examine stationarity properties ofdata is to
employ the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test (Dickey and Fuller, t98l). The ADF test
employs a regression ofthe following form:
p

!, =ao+atl,.t+a2I t Lo
j=1
where

jLyFr + €t

(11)

Fl

...n, y, is the natural logarithm of the data series of interest (i-€., output, labour and
capital), y,-, is a lagged value, f is a time trend and A1,-, are lagged fint differences of order p
where p is determined so that estimation is free of fint order autocorrelation, It is the coefiicient on ),/-r that provides the test of the unit root. under the null hypothesis of difference sta-

tionary and a udt root q.r=l against a tlend stationary root of c, < l. The results of the ADF
tests are presented in Table 3.
The results in Table 3 indicate that there is a mix of stationary (I(0)) and nor-station_
ary (I(l)) data, suggesting that none ofthe data sets examined by Douglas can yield meaning_
ful parameter estimates when estimated in levels. For example, the Nsw results indicate thit
the data need to be first differenced for statistically meaniflgful estimation to proceed.
However, Perron (1989) observed that the ADF test is biased in favour of identifuing
data as difference stationary ifthere are structural discontinuities. For all the data series examined here there is a strong likelihood that such structuml discontinuities are present e.g., the
First World War and the Great Depression. perron proposed three extensions to the ADF regression, which counter the bias of not being able to reject the existence ofa unit root (i.e., differ_
ence stationary) and allow structural breaks in the time series to be identified. The three extensions are based on the inclusion ofdummy variables in eq-(ll).

I Fruser

Table 3: ADF Test Results

Country

Variqble

USA

Output
Labour
Capital
Output
Labour
Capital
Output
Labour
Capital
Output
Labour
Capital
Output
Labour
Capital

MASS

NSW

VIC

NZ

Notesi * Reject

Order

4.04+

0

(0)

-7.t9

0
2

(0)

-3.34x

-2.16
-1.17
-2.01
-2.01

yt

ty!-t +

= da

(l)

0
0

(l)
(l)

1

\Q)

0

(r)
(l)
(l)
(l)

0

(1)

-r.89

0

r(2)

-3.30',N

-0.8?

0
0

-3.55*

0

(0)
(2)
(0)

0
0
I

-t.96
-1.84
-1.?0

Null Hypothesis at l0olo level ofsignificance

# Number of lags to ensure

yt = ao+ d

(a)

Lags#

Test Statistic

d.2T +

dlDu

erors ate uncoFelated

+ doDTB +

A
f6,Ly,- t + e,

(12)

-t-

+dtyt |+d2T+d5DT++/5,Ly,-,+e,

(

l3)

P

yt = da +aJt-t

+ d2T +

c\Du + aoDTB

+ auDT

+16,Ly,-t

+ e,

(t4)

l=l

DTB:I if FZh-l,
and 0 otherwise, and fb
where

0 otherwise, Dz

:

I if t>fb, 0 otherwise, DT+=t-Tb,

artd

DT:t if t>Tb

is the time break identified in the time series. Equation (12) includes
a sudden jump in the data immediately after Ib, eq.(13) captures a trend change, and eq.(14)
includes both. By estimating all three equations we can reassess the null hypothesis of difference stationary versus the alternative oftr€nd stationary.
We do not undertake the Perron (1989) procedure for all the data. Instead given the

ADF results we examine those data that if found to be trend stationary as opposed to difference
stationary would mean that we could estimate the production firnction in levels. The results are
presented in Table 4.
The results in Table 4 indicate that the USA labour series is difference stationary,
assuming that the structual discontinuity occuned in 1914. For NSW again assuming that the
structural discontinuity occurred in l9l4 we fmd that the capital and labour series are trend sta-
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tionary but that the output series is still difference stationary. Finally, for the NZ labour series
if we assume that ru occurs at the onset of the Great Depression then there is statistical evidence that this series is trend stationary. The implication ofthese results is that estimatins the
results

Table 4: Perron (1989) Unit Root Test Results

Country Variable

USA

Model

Labour

B

NSW

Output
B
C

NSW

Capital

c
NSW

Labour

NZ

-2.0'l
-3.64*
-5.?1'r**
-4.56**

B

-3.28

c

-4.54**

Labour

*
**

-2.49
-2.05
-2.?4
-2.04
-2.04

LaB#
2

?
2

z
2

2
2
2
2

-3.46*

c
Notes:

Test Statistic

-3.56*
:2.32

2

-v.Jl

2

2

R€ject Null Hypothesis at l0olo lcvel olsignjficance
Null Hypothesis at 5olo Ievel ofsignificance

Reject

*** RejectNull Hypothesis

#

at l70 level ofsigrificance
Number of lags to ensue erors ate uncorrelated

Ifthe NSW capital series and the usA labour series where stationary then these data u/ould also
yield meaningful results when estimated in levels. we do need to be cautious in interpreting the
time-series results because it is well known that these tests have low power and that this is
Darricularly pronounced in small samples (Enders, 1995). Therefore. ir becomes staristically difficult to distinguish between difference stationary and trend stationary processes. Furthermore,
Leyboume et al. (1998) demonstrate the existence ofa ,converse perron phenomenon', with
Dickey-Fuller tests spuriously rejecting the unit root hypothesis in the presence ofbreaks under
the null, which occur early in the sample period. With these caveats ia mind we are very cir_
cumspect about drawing any firm conclusions flom our time-series tests. Therefore, we proceed
with estimating the data in levels but are mindful ofthe time-series properties w€ have identified,
4- OLS EsrrMATroN AND REsuLTs
we begin by presenting estimates for the data using
and with a time trend to proxy technological change.
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4.1 No time trend
The results

ofthe estimation based on eq-(4) excluding the time trend are presented in Table 5.
Table 5: Least Squares Estimation
Cobb-Douglas Functional Form With No Technical Change

Parameters

Fl
b2

R3

USA
-0.191
(0.43)
0.812*
(0.144)
0.231*
(0.063)
0.9s42

MASS
-0.287
(0.30e)
0.846*
(0.113)
0.218*
(0.054)
0.9s14

-0.034
(0.085)
0.683f
(0.0e3)
0.3294
(0.084)
0.9933

:40.676* 405.614* 1859.606*

r
DW
F Test

VIC

NSW

-0.341

0.505

(0.834)

(0.634)

0-839*

(0.342)

0.34*
(0.134)

0.229
(0.166)

0.602*
(0.086)

0.9366

0.9027

156.168+

1.4987 0.4064 1.6068
0.3'7
0.23 0.913

NZ

0534
0.13

93.803

*

1.0451

0.4t4

(Fl+p2=l)
Values in brackets are standard

*

**

erors

significantly different from zero at the 564 level of significance
significantly different ftom zero at the 109/0 level ofsignificance

In every case (except for the VIC B2), Bl (Labour) and p2 (Capital) are statistically different
from zero, and the constant term, a, is not statistically different from zero. The insignificance
ofp2 for VIC is potentially a result ofthe collinearity previousiy identified (see Table 1). For
all data the sum ofthe Iabour and capital estimates is close to one and we were unable to reject
the null hypothesis of CRS. It was this combination of results that lead Douglas to make the
claims about the results lending deductive support for the existence of laws of ProductionAn interesting feature ofthe estimates ofthe factor shares for capital and labour presented in Table 5 is the divergence between NSW, NZ and the other data. For the USA, MASS,
and VIC the confiibution ofthe labour input is more significant than capital which is a reflection of the rapid grorth in the capital series not matched by the increases in output shown in
Figure L Handsaker and Douglas (1937) suggest that the difference in factor shares for NSW
happen because the capital index was lowered by the inclusion of depreciated capital at higher
price levels (p.4, fu,4). They also note that the capital index for VIC overstates the actual
growth in capital during the data period (p.23). Douglas (1934) noted that the capital series for
NSW exhibited a rate ofgrowth sigaificantly lower than that found for the USA and MASS data
sets. Douglas (1964) reports results for NSW that yield estimates ofthe factor shares that are
significantly closer to those of MASS, USA and VIC by altering the capital series in terms of
how capital is depreciated (see Table II, note b, p.16). The estimates are 0.78 for capital with
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a standard error of0.l2, and 0.2 for labour with a standard
error of0.0g. unfortunately it isnot
possible to estimate the production function with this adjusted data set for
NSw ss it is not
available in any published work ofDouglas. Finalry, the Durbin-warson test

statisrics in Table

5 point to either a problem of first order autoconelation or possibry spunous
regressions
@hillips, 1986) for all data except NSw and usA. These test sratistics to a certain extenr bear

out the findings of the time-series analysis.

4.2. With q time trend
The results with a time trend included in the estimation are presented in Table
6,
Table 6: Least Squares Estimation
Cobb-Douglas Functional Form With Technical Change

Paramete$ USA MASS NSW
VIC
NZ
Ix
2.84* 1.983,N
-0.15 -2.175 -2.0513*,i
(1.362) (0.2e,
(0.5) (1.536) (1.13)
6
0.048* 0.0267* _0.0013 _0.0248 _0.013*
(0.021) (0.0028) (0.0055) (0.0176) (0.005)
0.913 *
Pl
0.631*
0.697x 0.7994 0.403*
(0.134) (0.064)
(0.113) (0.335) (0.1le)
-0.54 -0.lll* 0343* 0.69:'** 0.904*
F2
(0.34) (0.045) (0.106) (0.369) (0.139)

R2
F

o

.9622 0.9882 .gg3
o

195.929x 1001.848+ 1188.83,r

DW
F Test

(p1+p2=1)

r.6014

0.971

4.37+ 50.52*

|

.6t4

.9397

0.9262

ll0.t4*

E4.64g*

o

0.6529

0.11

1.97

1

.467

3.634*

Values in brackets are standard errors

*

**

significantly different from ze.o at rhe 5o4 level ofsisnificance
significanrly differenr from zero al rhe i0oro level ofsienificance

The inclusion of a time trend to proxy technical change significantry alters
the estimates. with
respect to labour, all the estimates are significant but there are some changes
in magnitude com-

pared with those in Table 5, for example, the MASS labour estimate.
However, economicallv
more important changes occur with respect to the capital estimates. For the
UdA and MASd,
the coefficients is negative, with the eitimate being sratistically significant
for
P...:rg_:"
MASS. clearly these results make no sense in the context of estimating a production
function.
For NSW, VIC and NZ the capital estimates are positive and statistically
significant, arthough

weaker for VIC.

! rraser
Another change in the results is that the constant term is significantly different from
zero for the USA, MASS and NZ- Also the time trend is positive and statistically different from
zero for the USA and MASS implying techdcal progress, However, given the negative estimate
for capital and the time-series properties rcported earlier it is difficult to place much faith in
these estimates. For NSW VIC and NZ the time trend estimates are negative, but only in the
case ofNZ, is the time trend significantly different from zero.
ln the case ofNSW and VIC there is marginal supporting empirical evidence in liter'
ature for these results. For example, Pope (1987, Table 2.2, p.36) reports estimates oftotal factor productivity for Ausnalia that are low for the years 1901- 1914, much higher for 1920-1925
but negative between 1925 and 1930. In the data used by Douglas, the war years 19l4-1918
are also included and the net effect in combination with the significant reduction in productivity experienced at the end of the 1920s may well explain why estimates of technical change
indicate regress. ln the case ofNZ the estimate is statistically significant. Unlike the NSW and
VIC the NZ data include the 1930s. For this reason the impact of the Great Depression is the
mostly likely explanation for why technical regress is observed in the data.
In terms of the whether or not the vadous equations are subject to CRS, the F-tests
imply that NSW and VIC are subject to CRS at the five percent level ofsignificance. However,
we reject the null hypothesis for the USA and MASS at the five percent level of significance
ard for NZ at the ten percenl level of significance. The Dubin-Watson test statistics are simiIar to those presented in Table 5 althoug} in the case for NZ the test statistic now lies in the
inconclusive region- This result for NZ may be attributed to the inclusion ofthe time trend, a
necessary addition to the regression as the time-series properties indicated that the data are trend
stationary.

4.3. SUMMARY
OLS estimation suggests that NSW and NZ provide marginal suppon for claims by Douglas
about the 'Laws of Production'. Note these findings have to be treated cautiously given the
mixed results about the time-series properties of the data as well as the potential influence of
collinearity. In the case of the USA and MASS the inclusion of the time fiend as a proxy for
techaical change has significantly altered the capital estimates. Not only are some of the capital estimates economically implausible, but also the severity of collinearity in the USA data is
exacerbated. To overcome the problems that collinearity intoduces for estimation we now
employ GME. However, it is likely that it is the consmlction ofthe capiral series as opposed to
the problems associated with collinearity that drive the results for MASS and the USA.
5. GME ESTIMATION AND RESULTS

5.1,GME Theory
The reason for ernploying

6ME is that it can cope with problems of collinearity that are prob'
lematic for conventional economehic estimation. Colan, Judge and Miller (1996) and Fraser
(2000) have examined the robustness of parameter estimates using GME when data are
collinear. Golan, Judge and Miller show that GME is a feasible altemative method of estimation when faced by collinear data. A higher degree ofprecision is achieved in terms ofthe esti'
mation when using GME compared to altemative estimation methodologies. Fraser used GME
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to estimate a set of demand equations, where the problem of
collinearity has Iong been recog_
nised-

In

addition to dealing with collinearity, GME has been shown ro be very
useful in dealin€ with many other q?es of difficulty encountered in applied
research e.g., to estlmate under_

.

identified equations and non-standard estimatior problims. For
example, Lansink, Silva and
Stefanou (2001) used GME to underrake frontjer estimation
that allows for firm specific pro_
duction firnction estimates to be derived without the need to make
sfong distributional ass,mptions..Golan, Perloffand Shen (2001) used GME to develop a single
stage estimation procedure
that allows the recovery of unlnown parameter estimates
for a nonlinear censored demand sys_
tem for many goods without the need to make distributional
assumptions.
GME works by expressing the unhrown parameten (B) and disturbances (e)
of the
.
.
standard econometric problem in terms of discrete probabirity
distributions. Estimation is
based on the work of Shannon (1948) and Jaynes
il957a,b1'on ma,rimum enrropy, where
entopy measures uncertainty or missing information. Shannon defined
a unique function to

measue entropy that measures the uncertainty (state of knowledge)
we have about the occurrence ofa collection ofevents. IfX is a random variable with
pos-si6le outcomes Xr....XE, tien
the entropy ofthe distribution ofthe probabilities p,.....p*
ru"h that they sum to unity is given
by the measure H(p) where
K

H(p)=

-

lpr.tn

pr

(

l5)

and 0*ln(0)=0. H(p) reaches a maximum whe1 p
/=p2=.....=pk=1/K and is equal to zero when
a particularpr=l Hence expected information from
an outcome is greatest when the probabilities are uniform. Jaynes (1957a,b) used the work of Shannon to
develop maximum entopy
methods as a means to recover the unknown n.

Although used by economists, the Shamon measure of enFopy requires
the unknown
ortcomes ro have the properties of a probab ity distribution. with
the ionventional econometric problem, y = xB + e, both B and e are real-valued vectors.
It was Golan ard Judge (1992)
who proposed a means by which to overcome this difficulw.
To explain how GME works let us begin with ttre standard matrix
regression repre_

sentation

y=Xp+e
where y is

a(lxl)

(16)

vectol X

is the (fxrg design matrix, both ofwhich are observed, p is a (Kxl)
v€ctor of unknowns, and e is a (Zkl) vector of disturbances. Judge
and Golan (1992) showed
that, by-bounding F and e, it is possible to construcr a finite and
Jiscrete supports for p and €.
This reformulation allows us to re-express the classical regression model
as follows:

where

Y=Xb+e=XZp+Vw
b=Zp

and
e=

Vw

(17)
(18)
(19)

where Z is a (KxKtr4) matix of known suppon values for p, p is a 1{M
vector of unkno*r, piob_
abilities, and Mis the number of support points. Similarly, V is a (Ix?4
matrix of known sun_
53
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port values for e and w is a vector ofprobability weighrs (7}?1), where J is the rumber ofsupport values chosen for each error w,.
Using this re-parameterisation it is possible to reformulate the classical regression
model as a GME problem as follows:
MKJT

Maximise H(p, w) =

-

|6=l fk=ln-tn+.-li=l I

(20)

w,;lnw,j

t=l

subject to

y=Xp+e=XZp+Vw
K

ZPt

=

t

(2 1)

n:|,...M

Q2)

T

.)

i

wrr

=l

r-"

(23)

")

Equation (20) is the objective function, eq.(?l) is the model consfiaint, the relationship normally estimated, using OLS for example, and eqs (22) and (?3) are the additivity consrraints.
The GME specification has B and e expressed as linear combinations ofthe unknown probabilities. It is assumed that all p and w are equally likely to occur - the objective function is equivalent to the sum of Shannon entropies on the panmeter and error distributions.
The specification of bounded supports is a necessary part of the estimation process.
For the eror term a synmetric representation centred on zero assuming a discrete uniform distribution is normally used, Witb Z it is uecessary that the support contains the true value of p,
and wide bounds may be used without exteme risk consequences if a priori information is min-

inal.

This should ensure that the estimates

ofV

and

Z contain the tme

e and

p.

The number

of elements in M is set at five and ,./ at three. Finally, the GME results presented in this paper
report asymptotic standard errors.rr
5.2 REsuLrs

The GME estimation employs eqs (20) to Q3), where eq.(21) is the log linear specification
given in eq.(5). The support values and weights used are as follows. Z was set symmetrically
around zero taking values, [- 100, -50, 0, 50, 100] with equal weighting, with each element in p
equal to 0.2. V was also set symmetrically around zero taking values [-5,0,5] again with equal
weighting in w. The bounds were selected to be sufficiently wide so as to ensure that the true
values ofthe various parameters are included. The bounds were selected as a result of undertaking sensitivity analysis that used the entropy score recovered as part of the estimation
process tojudge the fit ofthe model as well ensuring that the estimates derived are stable.
The GME results are presented in Table 7.
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Table 7: GME Estimation
Cobb-Douglas Functional Form With Technical Chanse

Parameters

d

MASS
1.753*
(0 .277)

USA

0,859
(1.308)

6

0.025*

o.ol8
(0.02)

Fr

NZ

(0 46 I )

-0.548
(1.432)

(0.6e8)

-0.00019
(0.005)

-0.009
(0.016)

-0,009**

.667*

0.63*
(0.313)

0.356*

(0.003)
.669*
(0.061)
-0.095*
(0.043)

0.882r
(0.132)

p,

vtc

0

-0.072

(0.323)

NSW
-0.009

0

(0.104)

0.338*
(0.097)

-0.'704

0.493
(0.345)

(0.005)

(0.1r)
0.815*

(0.r27)

Values in brackets are asymptotic standard errors
significantiy different from zero at the 5o4level ofsignificance

*
**

significantly different from zem at the l0% level ofsignificance

Support values
ct,6, Br and fu-Z

E-Vel-5,s),J=3

€

[-r00,100]. M=5.

Comparing the GME results with the OLS estimates in Table
6 we note that the signs on c, 6,
B, and p, are the same. Not surprisingly, there is still a negative sign on the capital e-stinates
fo;
the usA and MASS. This almost certainly results from data
series construction and the introduction ofthe time tlend into the estimating equation, as opposed to
the impact of colinearity.
There is a change in the magnitude of the capitalistimate for the USA
from _0.54 io
-0 072, although for both oLS aad GME it is statistiialry insignificant.
Arso the capitar estimate for vlc is again staristicalry insignificant. the capitar
labour estimates for NZ are
slightly smaller and as a result almost sum to one. This result suggests
that the NZ

id

data set pro-

vide marginally more support for Dolglas when using GMF by reducing
the impaci of

collinearity. The time trend estimates oftechnical change-derived by
GME are alr smarer than
for oLS with the largest change for the USA. There arJ aho difference in terms
of estimates is
a with only MASS being significantly different jlom zero.
6. CoNcr-ustons
The analysis has examined the originar Douglas time-series data
sets from which it was craimed
that there existed'Laws ofproduction'. An examination ofcolrinearity
diagnostics, time-se es
propenies and the use ofoLS and oME to estimate the production
furrctrons has found that this
claim is unsubstantiated for severar ofthe data sets examined. The reason
for arriving at this
conclusron stems from a simple consideration ofthe time_series
data plots. A re_examination
of the data reveals that the capital series for the usA, MASS and
are difficult to explain

vli
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when related to changes in output. For these three regions a rapid groMh in capital is not
accompanied by a similar increase in output.
The only data sets that yield statistically consistent results for both OLS and GME are
NSW and NZ, when GME is used. It is this that leads us to suggest the possibility of an
Antipodean defence for the deductive research carried out by Douglas. However, we are not
suggesting that other data sets will not yield results that support the theory of diminishing marginal productivity and CRS, that is if one is willing to ignore the many other criticisms ofthe
neoclassical aggregate production.
The possibility ofthere being an Antipodean defence is, however, open to challenge in
that the results presented in this paper are only for certain variants ofthe data used by Douglas.
The changes made to the various data sets rcsult in significant changes to the factor shares estimated. lt would be interesting to see ifthe adjusted data for NSW discussed in Section 4 would
yield deductive support for Douglas. However, we are left to conjecture that perhaps it is only
a matter of chance - Bertrand Russell's monkeys at work perhaps - that the NSW data set used
here yielded results that support Douglas,
Maybe the most important lesson to learn from this Bpe of research is that, with the
advantage of hindsight, even the most highly esteemed aeademics can overstate the robustrress
oftheir results. There is nothing new or original in this observation, but it is a result that should
lead researchers to maybe display a degree of humility, no matter how important or far reachins thev think their research and results.
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2. Douglas undertook over 20 cross-sectional studies that have been severely criticised. See Williams
(1945) and Mccombic (1998) for details.
3. The application of time series tests to historical data sets is not uncommon e.g., Cook (2000)-

4. McConbie (1998) provides an excellerlt analysis and summary of many
research of Douglas by his contemporaries.

ofthe criticisms madc

of

the

5. Cobb and Douglas (1928) were not the first economists to use the furctional form named aft€r them.
Wsber (1998) notes that Wicksell employed the Cobb-Douglas functional form in production analysis,
twenty years earlier Weber also notes that Pareto used the Cobb-Douglas functional form to repres€nt

utility in

1892.

6. Footnote 3 on page 275

ofBelsley (1991) providEs

a computational note on how to e-scale data.

7. Shazam (version 8) inciudes the necessary code to standardise X before calculation ofdiagnostics.
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8-

A condition index between 15-30 results from
of0.9.

a dependency that has an associated correlation b€tween

regressors

9. Note, iftechnical progress is defined as a logarithmic variable similar to labour and capital, the condition number is 30.34, which is significantly less than the estimate prcsentod in Table 2.

l0- Difference stationary implies, for example, that fluctuations in output permanently shape future outtend stationary means that fluctuations are only sansitory.

put whereas

ll.

See Fraser (2000) Appendix

A for details.
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